Jeeeun Kim | Teaching Statement
As a teaching assistant for four courses at CU computer science department for four semesters and an instructor for many
workshops and science camps, I have covered a wide range of topics, developing my own teaching philosophy: from the
beginning programming principles for freshmen to an upper-level course of rapid prototyping and user-centered design to
a graduate-only class of big data & HCC.

Figure 1. Students are able to build their own sophisticated creations that are gradually evolved from reverse-engineered examples (left).
Paired students from my class naturally think-out-loud to solve challenging engineering problems (right).

My Teaching Philosophy: Hands-on Reverse Engineering, Collaborative, Re ective
Hands-on Reverse Engineering: When I taught the principles of programming, there was a great mixture of students,
who ranged from being very skilled at programming to being beginning programmers with no engineering background. I
enjoyed designing and teaching 3D programming to a wide array of audiences using various rapid prototyping techniques
(example syllabus that I co-developed: https://sites.google.com/site/rapidclass2014/challenges). Speci cally using CraftML
(https://craftml.io), students start with hands-on activities using tangible materials before moving on to applying basic
programming principles. In the end, students can 3D print the results to touch and physically validate. I observed students
rst reverse engineer other designs and play with codes to mimic or tweak features. Then they learn various features with
visual validations and nally dive into their own programming practice. I provide many examples to inspire students with
various components, letting students defabricate them in order to practice reverse-engineering. For the next level, these
experiences have them build pretty sophisticated designs (Figure1. left).
Collaborative: While teaching, I observed paired students cultivate intensive engagement and become intimately familiar
with iterative programming and engineering problem-solving (Figure 1. right): they discuss rst, to understand what the
problem exactly is, through trial get errors, debug and search for answers, and feel a sense of achievement together. I
especially enjoy the moments when one student in a pair asks a question and the other corrects them on what has been
misinterpreted. By doing so, the students are informed and able to teach each other, letting them solve problems by
themselves even without my answer. Pairing and collaborating naturally make students think out loud and share
understandings from di erent perspectives. More broadly, I am interested in developing more participatory and
collaborative learning practices in and out of the classroom, beyond pair-programming.
Re ective: One strong belief of my teaching philosophy is that students think and develop further questions by planning,
re ecting, and writing. Throughout my teaching appointments and mentorships, I have let students create their own
research journals, plan their goals and record progress on a semester, monthly, and weekly basis. Goals I proposed or that
were set by students include writing literature reviews and discussion of important questions raised in the literature, going
through the tutorials of a certain system suggested for the entire class, learning a new platform/programming tool, and/or
implementation of speci c features. By facilitating students’ ability to set and adjust goals when necessary, and to phrase
them in a question form, they were able to nd ‘why’ goals they are trying to reach are signi cant in the learning progress. I
have always tried my best to read all of the content, to leave ‘questions-to-think-about’ comments and suggestions for

reading, and to correct students’
tentative conclusion if needed. We
both then can keep track of how
much they’ve learned, how their
interests transitioned and why,
and what questions made them
excited to pursue such directions.
Later this content could be easily
turned into a publishable research
paper or a design portfolio.
Additionally, students can also
have a concrete record of their
journey of learning, a solution to
their questions, and documents
on unsolved questions for later
inspiration. For a large class, it
would be hard for me to track all
students record, but I also nd
reading paired student’s journals
and commenting each other
helpful for collaborative learning.

Mentorship
Mentoring students and engaging them in a research topic is one of the aspects that I most enjoy and excites me as a junior
faculty. I have advised research projects for a variety of students; from high school students to undergraduate students to
graduate students. Notably, in 2014, I advised Ian Char, an undergraduate student from CU’s Discovery Learning
Apprenticeship Programs. The research result SikuliBot, using images to automate physical machine testing, was published
at the UIST demo program. In 2015 summer, I advised four high school girls to initiate their own summer research project
as a part of the CU Science Discovery REM Programs. Two paired students’ research on “3D design for tactile experiences”
were invited to the White House to present their results. In 2015 fall, I advised Claudia Roquet, a visiting undergraduate
student from Spain, who was funded by the Balsells Mobility Scholarship Program. She developed a fabrication pipeline
for integrating paper origami circuits and interactive 3D objects printing. She published her research results at DIS 2016 as
a short paper and also received the Outstanding Undergrad Dissertation Award. She was inspired by this experience to
conduct more in-depth research, eventually deciding to pursue a Doctorate degree at Lancaster University, UK. By
organizing and leading a research group meeting for undergrad level to masters level women scholars for several semesters, I
was able to develop the skills necessary to cultivate their engagement with technologies that they might fear if they had
come to them without any engineering background.
Beyond the campus, I have been engaged in science summer camps and workshops for young students for many summers,
as a part of the CU Science Discovery (example pictures from the workshops are available at https://goo.gl/nW1VMJ). I also
ran family workshops for young kids under 6 years old and their parents at the Denver public library's Maker Space, as a
part of outreach e orts. I was able to learn the critical factors needed to engage people who are outside of the world of
technology in the world of science. I look forward to continuing these bridging activities, to broadly impact my
community beyond academia.

Figure 3. Me leading a research group meeting among Women-in-Technology in 2015 and guiding exploring tangible exhibit (one of
my research results) in Teen’s Science Cafe workshop for high school students, as part of outreach programs.

Example Courses
Beyond that conventional computer science undergraduate courses that I can teach
with con dence (e.g. programming in C/C++/Java, Data Structure, Object-oriented
Programming, Web Programming, Discrete System, etc.,), I especially look forward to
creating and teaching the following undergraduate and graduate courses. In regards to
my Ph.D. research, the topics of courses’ focus locate as shown in Figure 4.

Undergraduate Course
(a) Human Centered Design
A lower-level course to teach the principles of user-centered design. To help students understand the need of users and
explicit untold needs, I will involve practice-oriented methodologies from observations to low- delity prototyping
techniques, such as paper UI prototyping and cardboard machine prototyping. The course aims to let students propose a
user-centered system and/or the physical prototype as nal projects, facilitating studio critique and design iteration,
participatory design to evaluate prototypes and better develop the desired system. Students enrolled will gain insights into
the whole process of system development and the relevant skills to showcase their ideations through prototypes.
(b) Interactive System Development and Practice
A mid-level course introducing students to concepts of reactive computing. I will teach students the basics of event-driven
programming using Javascript/Node.js and contemporary libraries, to understand and adapt user interaction modalities
and real-time output. Various topic will be involved, from data visualization, computer vision, and graphics; including
paper.js to manipulate data input and interactive data visualization output, openCV.js for camera image input and analysis
to make use of images to interpret natural interactions, and basic graphics principles using p5.js and three.js to manipulate
2D/3D models using input interactions (e.g. translate/rotate, brush on the surface). Through practice, students will learn
how input interaction can a ect various types of applications.
(c) Tangible Computing & Digital Fabrication Studio
An upper level advanced course to teach various techniques for making tangible computers. I believe students who fear
technology are more engaged when they realize the needs of creating a new technology. With the focus on rapid
prototyping, I will teach how to prototype physical artifacts (e.g. laser cutting, 3D printing, silicon molding) and write
programs into a microcontroller, thereby teaching the concept of physical input and output. Rapid prototyping is a great
way to convey the initial idea and communicate the concept to someone else, iterating the development of features to
improve the quality of the outcome in an early stage. This course will teach students basics of de ning data from the real

world to prototype physical system, sensing, digitizing data into the numerical form so it can be computed by computer
systems, and translating computation results into perceivable output (e.g. visual output, motions).

Graduate Courses
(d) Research Development in HCI
An intensive discussion-oriented course to develop research topics in technical HCI. Students will rst search for
conferences in the domain (e.g. UIST for user interface development, ASSETS for accessible computing, IUI for intelligent
system development, TEI for tangible computing) and speci c session titles they are interested in. Then, the students will
list 10 impactful papers from previous proceedings, identify what has been the main challenge in that domain, how the
topic has evolved for past 5 years, and what the remaining challenges are. While leading the discussion in the speci c topic,
my goal is to let each student nd their home conference early in their careers, develop own research topic in their chosen
eld of study, and learn how to conduct a literature review.
(e) Collaborative Human-AI Interaction Design
To design interfaces for AI, students will learn how to collect interaction data they are interested in from the real world.
Real-world user interaction is di erent from keystroke or drag and drop; students will start by regulating the rules for
collaborative human-machine communication. Students will design the scenario for a communicational system between
humans and AI in various contexts, and identify what type of information is required, how to interpret that for the
counterpart. From gesture recognition via accelerometers to identifying di erent voice atmospheres via microphone
signals, students will learn what rules need to be developed to build a collaborative agent. In pairs, students will build a
system to collect a dirty data (e.g. voice tone changes, time series of hand orientations, etc.) and classify them to build a
meaningful dataset that they nd essential for communication in the collaborative Human-AI system. Then they will be
instructed to build a prediction model to populate those interaction patterns.
(f ) Digital Fabrication for Social Good
A seminar/practice combined course to design and build a physical system using digital fabrication. Using various rapid
prototyping techniques and libraries to develop interactive systems, students will implement a healthcare related
application using digital fabrication as a nal project. Suggested project topics include: making wearables to collect
biosignals and collects signal words from SNS data to identify potential disease patterns, building a system that has novice
makers optimize customization of prosthetic limbs based on a picture of an arm, building a new system and hardware that
can on-demand 3D print pills based on personal physical condition, etc.
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